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By Ellen Livingood
Why is it so strategic to reach children and youth?
First of all, just because there are so many of them!
An amazing one-third of the world’s people
are under the age of 14. In 13 nations they
represent 45% or more of the population.
Second, because they are so responsive.
Barna studies continue to indicate that two
out of three Americans who come to Christ
do so before age 18. Children globally are
responsive, if they are given the opportunity.

Third, as never before, globalization, nationalism, and
religious fundamentalism are vying to shape children’s
thinking. We need to reach them now!
Last month in part one of
this two-part series, we addressed the first three principles of how local churches
could approach ministry to
the 4/14 window. This month
we address the last two.

To initiate long-term missions transformation, include a
strategy to impact the world’s children.

Combine the vision, and expertise of your (a) missions
leaders, (b) children’s ministries leaders, and (c) other
educational specialists in your church.

Include an intentional focus on children locally as well
as globally. Both will almost certainly be cross-cultural.

Ask your local hosts to help you adapt your children’s
ministry approach to their context. Wherever possible,
resource local teachers rather than do it for them.

Commit time and funds to get good training and
resources for reaching children cross-culturally.
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To reach children cross-culturally, you
must listen carefully to what your hosts
need and adapt your ministry approach to
the local context. Wherever possible,
resource local teachers rather than do it for
them.
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Gordon West, head of KidZ at Heart, is glad that children’s
ministry has come so far in Western countries over the past
30 years. But he believes too much of American churches’
ministry to children in Majority World countries is repeating
old missions mistakes and perhaps making new educational
ones. Unfortu(cont. pg.3)

Just Chalk
The survey team of Southside Fellowship (Greenville, SC) went to West Africa a
few years ago to find out how God might use them to partner with nationals to
reach a Muslim people group. “How can we serve you?” they asked local Christian leaders. Responses highlighted three needs: leadership training, medical
care, and teacher training.
Southside has provided assistance in all three areas, but their most extensive
help has focused around the needs of children.
Their efforts have opened doors to multiple generations. Early on, two experienced teachers from
Southside led a three-day training program for 75
public school teachers in their adopted region. At
one of the sessions, they passed out cards asking
participants to list their questions. The pastor’s wife
wrote, “I want to start a Christian preschool, but I
don’t know how.”
The passion of this one African woman soon led
Southside into a partnership in a Christian school
effort. But it was not based on financial investment. Rather, at the beginning, Southside primarily provided encouragement
and a few pieces of curriculum. With minimal resources, the new school quickly grew, and today it serves 275 Muslim
children through grade 9. Sponsorships now make it possible for more children to attend.
Southside continues to send teams of educators who train teachers. But they don’t take any exciting American teaching
aids. “They have a chalkboard and chalk—that’s it.” Karen Rigsby, project coordinator, explains. “And 50 kids in each
classroom. So we don’t take teaching tools or ideas that require materials at all. If it doesn’t use chalk and a chalkboard,
we don’t use it! One year I took colored chalk, but they don’t have colored chalk, so after that we used white chalk as we
taught because that is what they have to teach with.
“Teaching without resources is really challenging, especially with preschoolers who need kinesthetic things.” Karen continues. “We teach how to take African songs and add different content. We use finger plays. We draw in sand and use rocks
as illustrations.
“This past summer we sent college students who partnered with the local church in a children’s program. Each American
was paired with an African. We had 500 excited kids with an amazing energy level. We sang, and the African leaders told
the Bible stories while the Americans acted them out. Then we divided everyone into small groups and they memorized
Scripture. That was it—and it was very successful. Best of all, our African teachers could take the same program and hold
it anywhere.”
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nately, that can result in doing more harm than good.

The Essential National Partner

To do children’s ministry overseas, many teams pack up
suitcases full of their VBS materials complete with extensive
curriculum, expensive puppets, and colorful crafts. They put
on an exciting event for kids and go home with
lots of photos of smiling children. But what
have they left behind? Because the content is
often culturally inappropriate, children get the
impression that Christianity is a Western religion. And Western illustrations cloud rather
than explain the biblical principles.

Seymour First Baptist Church in Knoxville, TN, has felt
clearly called to partner with churches in Jos, Nigeria. Their
first efforts focused on pastoral training. But Chris Moore, a
member of the initial
team and an Awana
leader, has a heart
for children and recognized the opportunity to reach Jos’
burgeoning youth
population.

In addition, elaborate programs can’t be replicated by local leaders. Children are disappointed when they return after the missions
team is gone and
their regular teacher
doesn’t have a
clown costume and
colorful pictures.
Missions teams also
may not realize that
their coming with
extensive Western
resources often
demoralizes local
teachers. They look
at these teaching
aids and believe that
if they don’t have
such supplies, they can’t effectively teach kids. So when
the puppets are broken and the colored paper runs out,
children’s ministry stops.
Gordon continues, “This is why we must equip local leaders and parents to reach and teach the children of their
own communities. We want teams not only to train teachers but to also give those trained the training materials so
they can turn around and train others in their country. For
example, Ugandan leader Edwin Mutai took what he had
learned from one of our teams and spent the following year
replicating that training for every one of the 50 churches in
his denomination spread across Uganda.”

However, Seymour
had no experience in
children’s ministry in
such challenging circumstances. It was
imperative
that they
find a partner who
could guide
them into
culturally
appropriate
ministry to
reach youth.
Through
divine connections,
Seymour’s
leaders met
the African
director of
Awana.
They were
thrilled to
discover that for years the needs of Jos’ hundreds of thousands of children had been on his heart. A partnership is
now making it possible for this Tennessee church of 350
people to bring culturally appropriate teacher training to
reach the next generation of an African city torn apart by
Christian/Muslim strife.
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ma, street children, children of war, etc. In addition,
CCTI will offer a training for trainers in Philadelphia
August 5-9, 2013. More details coming on their website.

To help shape the next generation around
the globe, your church will need good training and appropriate resources.


Serving Children at Risk
“Two-thirds of the world’s children are considered children
at risk or children in crisis,” Phyllis Kilbourne of Rainbows of
Hope and Crisis Care Training International (CCTI) explains. Translated, that means
that the majority
of the children
in your city and
in the places
where you minister overseas
are suffering
from various
kinds of trauma
and abuse. Phyllis’ passion is to empower local
churches to offer healing and hope to these children. CCTI offers an extensive written curriculum
and in-person trainings in locations around the
world.



Crisis Care Training International offers seminars and a curriculum that prepares those who want to
work effectively with children who have suffered trau-

Royal Family Kids Camp offers excellent training
in ministry to foster children that applies well to traumatized children the world over.

Other Quality Training and Resources
Here are some other excellent materials and training
opportunities:

KidZ at Heart offers a KidZtitute to prepare teachers for
ministry in the US and around the world. Training is also
available in Spanish: Corazón de Niño. Their children’s ministry training materials are appropriate for global use and
have been field tested in multiple cultures. Churches can also
get individual help and guidance.

 Kidzana provides Training in a Box as well as curriculum appropriate for use in crosscultural contexts. Consider making it possible for your global
partners to send their children’s
workers to one of Kidzana’s
training events held around the
globe.

Kathy Dow-Burger and Don Burger of Maryland
had been foster parents for years before they
were introduced to CCTI. This training “filled in
the gaps,” Don says. “It helped us understand
children who have suffered trauma and the resulting cycles of violence.”
Kathy explains, “You can’t just go do a camp with balloons,
face painting, and laughter, then walk away. If you build
relationships and then disappear, you can leave kids more
wounded than when you began. Children have been
exploited in all sorts of ways. Unless something is done to
restore them, they are likely to be exploiters and continue
that cycle onward. When you are equipped, you can bring
deeper healing because you have the underlying spiritual
foundation.”
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Max7.org is an open- source, resource-sharing site
for those who are helping kids learn to follow Jesus "to
the MAX—7 days a week." This global sharing community provides curriculum and resources to empower kids
for mission and ministry.



The 1for50 network is built around a vision of
equipping one outreach and discipleship leader for
every 50 children on earth. This open-source site offers
training as well as curriculum in multiple languages.
Your field partners can download resources here too.
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Summit (conference) and the
Global 4/14 Day (a world-wide call for a day of

The 4/14

prayer for children on April 14, 2013) are resources for
expanding your church’s vision and impact.

Opportunities to Join a Global Ministry to
Children
Here are some global opportunities to minister to children
with organizations that apply the principles we have highlighted in these articles:



Awana International holds 4-14 Pastors Forums
in locations around the world to challenge local church
leaders to prioritize ministry to children. These sessions
are followed by Seed Planters Conferences that train
and equip two teachers from each church who are then
encouraged to go home and recruit five more teachers.
Each is prepared to launch and lead Awana clubs that
require minimal materials. Western churches can partner
with Awana to sponsor these trainings and then come
alongside teachers with encouragement and prayer.



KidZ at Heart partners with churches to prepare and
launch short-term teams to over 25 countries. In addition, they will help churches minister in a region where

they already are partnering with a missionary or
church-planter. They also are seeking churches and
advanced children’s trainers to assist in KidZ at Heart
Leadership Academies (KAHLA) in key regions of the
world.
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publication designed for mission agency
personnel and local church leaders involved in
collaborative global efforts. The practical articles
highlight what churches and agencies are doing
to mobilize believers, especially those of younger
generations, to expand the Kingdom.
DON’T MISS FUTURE ISSUES!
To subscribe to future issues of this FREE
e-newsletter, go to:
www.catalystservices.org/postings/
WANT TO READ MORE?
Find all of our past Postings at
www.catalystservices.org/postings-gallery-ofarchives/
CONTACT US
To ask questions, suggest future topics, change
your address, or unsubscribe to this monthly
publication, email info@catalystservices.org.
CONTRIBUTE
If you appreciate Postings, please donate to help
fund future issues at: www.catalystservices.org/
donate/.
© 2013 Catalyst Services, Inc.

Camp Sonshine invites people to join them on missions trips to bring God’s love and purpose to children
around the world through camps.

Read/Download part 1 of this article at:
http://www.catalystservices.org/wp-content/
uploads/2013/04/Tomorrows-Global-Church-1.pdf
To comment, ask questions, or initiate a dialog on
this topic, visit our Worth Considering blog at
http://www.catalystservices.org/blog/

